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Dear Ms Farma

L/002

inQt11RY INTO COMMUNITY PROTECTION (OFFENDER REPORTING)
AMENDMENTBILL2011

Tliank you for the invitation to make a written submission concerning the impact of
the above Bill on Western AUSti'ajia's parliamentary sovereignty and law making
powers.
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The Community Projection (qtj"ender ReportingI Amendment Bill 2011 ("the Bill")
seeks to amend various sections of the Community Pro^C!ion (or'ender Reporting, )
Her 2004 (WA) ("the Act"). It is noted from Hansard that the Bin adopts the
remaining recommendations from the Ministeiial Council for Police and Emergency
Management.

It is noted that Section 80C of the Bill creates an offence if a reportable offender
applies to an interstate Registrarto register a change of name under the law of another
State without approval from the Conunissioner of Police in WA.

Section 2(I) of the Consiir"ti0, ,, 4ct 1889 (WA) states that the Parliament of Western
Australia has powers to make law for the "peace, order and good governance" of
Western Australia". Generally the WA Parliament may legislate for persons, events
or things o11tside Western Australia where the subject of the legislation has a
substantial connection to WesteiTiAusti:alla.
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There is an issue in the Bill as to whether there is a sufficient nexus between the

proposed s80C and Western Australia because the provision deals with the regulation
of the change of name process in another State and the creation of an offence for
conduct potentially occurring while the reportable offiander is in the other State.
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In the case of Brow"lie vst"tePo",, tio" ControlCommissi0" (1992) 27 NSWLR 78
at 83-5 consideration was given as to whether conduct occurring in another State
could be all offence under the legislation of a differ. ent State. The COWL in that case
held the release of pollution in Queensland could be an offence in NSW under NSW
law provided the relevant consequence occurred inNSW.

Unders80Cthe adverse consequence the provision is aimed at is that a WAreportable
offender born in another State may potentially change their name without the
1</10wledge of the WA Police Commissioner and thereby avoid compliance with
obligations in WA wide^the Act. fits considered'that this could be said to provide the
relevant connection to WA and thereby provide an appropriate foundation for the
section,

Yours faithfully
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